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The New Health Care Reform Law
313. What does health care reform do?
314. When does health care reform go into effect?
315. What kinds of health plans are governed by the PPACA, and what plans are not covered?
316. When does the new employer tax credit for purchases of health insurance become effective?
317. How much is the new employer tax credit for purchases of health insurance?
318. What employers are eligible for the new tax credit for health insurance, and how does it work?
319. How do the rules for obtaining the tax credit change over the years?
320. What are the new health insurance nondiscrimination rules? When are they effective? Are there any exceptions?
321. When is a health insurance plan discriminatory?
322. What are the consequences for violating the new health insurance nondiscrimination rules?
323. Are grandfathered health insurance plans exempt from nondiscrimination and all health care reform requirements?
324. How does health care reform apply to self-insured plans?
325. How does health care reform apply to collectively bargained plans?
326. What is a grandfathered health plan?
327. What are the new protections offered to minor children and young adults by health care reform?
328. How does health care reform affect employer-provided plans, including health flexible spending arrangements, health
reimbursement arrangements, health savings accounts, and Archer medical savings accounts, that pay for non-prescription
medicines?
329. What are the new rules regarding reimbursement of non-prescription medicines?
330. What changes affect health FSAs and HRAs?
331. How does the PPACA affect HSAs and Archer MSAs?
332. How does the PPACA affect the use of debit cards to pay for medical care expenses?
333. What is the required W-2 reporting for health insurance expenses?
334. What is the new simple cafeteria plan that is available in 2011?
335. What are the requirements for the new simple cafeteria plan?
336. What are the deadlines for amending cafeteria plans?
337. Did Congress repeal the new and expanded 1099 requirements that were to be effective in 2012?
338. Do taxpayers need to take any steps in 2012 to comply with new 1099 requirements?
339. What new federal long term care benefit is available in 2012 for which employees can elect to pay?
340. What are the new requirements regarding the purchase of health insurance or the payment of a penalty?
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341. How is health care coverage expanded in 2014? What are the health care exchanges?
342. How will health reform affect small business?
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